NEXT WFC MEETINGS –
 Sat. 27th April 2013 – Committee Meeting 10.00am; followed by a brunch.
 * * * NOTE NEW TIME of this month’s meeting * * *
 Please check the Flying Club website for all upcoming events as this is constantly updated.
{The Club Breakfast defaults to the second Saturday of the month, and the Committee Meeting / Lunch to the last Saturday of
the month (unless circumstances force an alteration)}. All members are welcome to attend the Committee Meetings and Lunch.
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The meeting this coming Saturday is the last one to be held before
the AGM. I am happy to do one more year as President (if the
members want this) but we do need to be looking ahead for a
vice-President for that next term/succession purposes.
We are having our meeting one hour early on Saturday 27th as we
are off to the South Island, weather permitting. We need about 4
and a half hours to get to Omaka and if the weather is okay when
we come back (Monday 29th). We will track to Cape Palliser then
up the east coast to Whangarei via East Cape.
At this stage we have Tony and Drew in one aircraft and Bruce
and myself in the other… and Lou is trying to get a load for John
and his Cherokee Six. The two Club aircraft should do about 11
hours each which is good over two and a half days money-wise for
the Club’s coffers.
I have noticed people are starting to come to grips with WCF and
the IFIS look – once you get it in the air it is a beautiful little bird to
fly and it’s very stable. Bill and I took it to the Barrier last month.
It was a nice calm day and when we left the Barrier we climbed to
3,000 feet, trimmed out and just let her go. We never touched the
controls again until we turned left base 24. There are still
members that feel more comfortable flying WTF, but that’s okay.
By the end of this month, which will be four months since we have
had WCF, WTF will have done about 80 hours. Bruce worked up
some figures on WTF and reckons we need about 120 hours a
year to pay all her running costs – so at this stage we are looking
pretty good.
The CFI and Committee have agreed to give Mark a type rating on
the Eaglet. This will be handy when Mark does some maintenance
on our aircraft, and he will then be able to give them a flight test.
The maintenance with two aircraft is a very big and important job
now, especially with all the paperwork that is required these days.
Mark puts in a lot of time at the Club just to keep both aircraft
flying.

http://www.whangareiflyingclub.com/

Post: PO Box 1597, Whangarei
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Bruce and Alan Jessop have each just sent a letter from Whangarei Flying Club and Dargaville Aero Club
supporting Dave Redman of SAC. He is trying to open up another airfield on his land. He is not allowed
to use the main airfield at Te Kowhai now so he can’t fly his aircraft.
Hopefully the weather is good on this coming weekend with both WTF and WCF off to the South Island. I
will see you all at the meeting on Saturday.
Happy and safe flying.

Bob Foster
______________________

CFI’s Report:
Hi everyone
It’s been a slower month this last month with the aircraft a bit quiet over Easter which is to be
expected. We did a total of 44.5 hours in March which is about 20 odd hours down from the previous
month. Hours have been picking up again this month though so that’s great to see. We need to keep our
aircraft where they belong – in the air – so come on out and have a fly.
Last week the airport held its emergency crash response
exercise. This involved a simulated crash of a light aircraft
with 4 POB. Three had been seriously injured and one was
deceased. I volunteered to play one of the victims and I have
got to tell you that it felt very real. Police, St John and the
Fire Service all
attended and the
response
was
quick
and
efficient.
The
Fire Service was
on the scene
within 4 minutes
of the alarm
going off with St
John and police
on the scene
within
20
minutes.
It’s
comforting
to
know that there is an entire team of professionals out there
dedicated to help save your life in the event it all goes
wrong. I have attached a couple of pictures of the
scene. From a pilot perspective it was very educational and if
you ever have the opportunity to get involved in one of these
exercises please join in as you will get a lot out of it.
On the safety front. Recently we have had a number of Spidertracks activations. A few of these have
resulted in second tier alerts which means the alert has resulted in the Rescue Co-ordination Centre in
Wellington getting involved. In each case the cause of the alert was the pilot in command not turning off
the Spidertracks unit on completion of the flight. Spidertracks is designed to save your life and when an
alert is received we do not assume it’s a false alarm. We assume it’s the real thing and start to deal with it
as a real emergency.
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Fifteen minutes later, if we cannot establish that the aircraft is safe, the alert automatically gets sent to The
Rescue Co-ordination Centre who move on it straight away. A false alert due to pilot carelessness causes
major disruption in everyone’s lives and is simply not acceptable. I have been told by the Rescue Coordination Centre to sort this out as they are getting too many from our aircraft. We have been discussing
a number of strategies including a $25 fee if you accidentally leave Spidertracks on (Even the instructors
will pay this if we mess up.), cockpit signage and possibly some remote web cams mounted in the hangar
and on the apron. That way if we get an activation we can see if the aircraft is in the hangar or on the
apron.
The committee will be discussing this in more detail at the next meeting. In the interim however you can
help. Simply press the middle blue button as soon as you have exited the runway and whilst doing your
after landing checks. The light will start to flash and you can continue to taxi. Once it goes out you can
shut down the aircraft. Please do not shut down the aircraft until the blue light goes out. I would
encourage you to go to our web site and click on the downloads section and download the Spidertracks
cheat sheet. Have a read through this and just ensure you are familiar with how the system works. I feel
it’s the best advance in safety aviation has seen for many years and if it saves even one life it would have
paid for itself a million times over. It must be used responsibly however so if you could pay particular
attention to this I would really appreciate it. If you are unsure of anything please do not hesitate to contact
a member of the instructor team who will be only too happy to assist.
I am away this weekend in Motueka and will be returning late next week. Stephanie (my girlfriend) and
her son Jordan, June Billings and myself flew down on Thursday in the Cherokee six and had a fantastic
flight. Unfortunately localised weather in Motueka dictated a diversion to Takaka and we landed there
and waited for the weather to clear. Unfortunately it just clagged in for the rest of the day, so we hired a
rental car and drove to Motueka. The weather cleared the next day however and I recovered the aircraft
and ferried it back to Mot. June is off on a tikki tour around the area and hopefully having a great
time. We are staying with family.
Other than that guys, I think that’s all from me this month. Have a great month and see you out at the club
soon. Take care and fly safe.
Cheers
Shaun
Shaun Sutherland
Chief Flying Instructor

0272-201-343

P.S.
You may have already seen this but I saw this on You Tube today and thought I would share it with
you. It’s a video taken from the cockpit of an overloaded plane in the mountains.
This shows you how important a decision point is and the importance of sticking to it. It also highlights
the importance of flying the aircraft within its weights and performance capabilities and being aware of
your density altitude. This pilot made no attempt to resolve the situation and paid the price at the end.
I found this a very sobering video and quite disturbing. Watch the video right to the end. Nobody was
killed however there is some footage of the pilot with facial injuries so please be selective who your
audience is.
http://youtu.be/yDu0jYiz-v8
Shaun
______________________
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Coming Events 2013
Remembrance Day. WW1 Air Show Hood Aerodrome, Masterton, Saturday 27 April.
http://www.wings.org.nz/
______________________

Drew’s News from around the Web:
For those of you fortunate enough to have read Richard Bach’s books (and I don’t mean just JLS) you will be
pleased to read the article below and see that he has recovered from his plane crash last year. I was in
correspondence with Richard following my article about seagulls in a 2011 Newsletter, and sent best wishes from
the club after the accident. You may also remember the series of wonderful articles by Dan Nickens (see below)
that he allowed me to include in our Newsletters. Ed.

New Bach Book Celebrates Flight
Author Richard Bach, known for his stories about flying and most
famous for the classic Jonathan Livingston Seagull, this week
published a new book about a cross-country flight in his seaplane,
Travels with Puff, A Gentle Game of Life and Death. "Could be that
non-flyers would be startled at the trip, but the book was written for
flyers, and for me," Bach told AVweb in an email interview on
Tuesday. The book, illustrated with photographs by fellow traveler
Dan Nickens, describes how he learned to fly the SeaRey amphibian
in Florida then flew it back to his home near Seattle. The story
captures the adventure of facing new challenges, exploring new
landscapes, and making new friends along the way.
The book treats Puff, the SeaRey, as a character with a personality of
her own, a tradition in aviation writing that extends back at least to
Charles Lindbergh. "Lindbergh talked about the spirit [of his
airplane]," Bach wrote to AVweb. "We was the two of them, the pair of them, airplane and pilot. Sorry, I
don't know how it works. When a pilot takes care in difficult moments, I think, sees to fuel and oil before
hamburger and potato chips, of that care and choice of kindness, makes a subtle friendship. Imagine her to
speak to you, time to time she will. That's my experience and speak she does, quiet with the hush of wind
past her wings. I didn't write her words, I heard them and set them down."
Bach also wrote to AVweb about the accident last year that damaged the seaplane and sent him to the
hospital with serious injuries. "Wish I could see what happened to Puff and me six months ago," he wrote.
"But I'd just be saying what others said. I had a lovely farm field for my landing, soft and beautiful. As I
touched the grass the view went black, instantly. No pain, no inversion for Puff, no fire, no one risking
their life to cut me clear and drag me out ... no nothing till I waked in a hospital a week later. Looked like
15 minutes to me, I thought I was dreaming, and maybe I was." The airplane will be restored and will fly
again, he said. "Puff's own life is no more in danger than mine."
Bach also recently sent to his publisher a fourth part to his Jonathan Livingston Seagull story. "The fourth
(and final) story was written with the first three parts, 40 some years ago," Bach wrote. "I left it out since
it seemed impossible. Time said you need to say it now." Bach continues to recuperate at home in
Washington. The book, Travels With Puff, is available today online and in bookstores.
(Photo courtesy of Julia McKinnell.)
______________________
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I know this one’s way out of date, but it’s such a great video of Airventure 2009 that I had to include it…
… and if you’ve seen it before … well enjoy it again!! Ed.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKU0uQki5Dc

___________________
Multiple Take Offs from Hanover Airport
(Is that WCF I see there??!!)

___________________

Coming next week (hopefully) a report on my first flight to the South Island… Ed.

HAPPY FLYING
        

24th April 2013
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